
 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE  

 

PREMIER SOCIAL LOUNGE “LEVEL UP” TO OPEN AT MGM GRAND HOTEL & CASINO  

 

The New Face in Entertainment Set for December 29 Debut in Former Rainforest Café Location  

 

LAS VEGAS (Dec. 12, 2016)– MGM Grand will welcome LEVEL UP, a new and exciting ‘place to 

play’ concept, when it debuts to the public Thursday, Dec. 29. Changing the way Las Vegas 

views lounge entertainment, LEVEL UP will present a new era in interactive, skill-based fun. 

Located between Hakkasan Nightclub and the MGM Grand Race and Sports Book, the tech 

savvy, adult playground will feature pay-to-play offerings in a social atmosphere, designed to 

not only attract the next generation of players, but existing players seeking innovation.  

 

“LEVEL UP will be a popular high-energy gaming lounge that will offer our guests and visitors the 

newest entertainment experience to see and be seen,” said President and COO of MGM Grand 

Scott Sibella. “Our goal is to create a fun, social atmosphere featuring a variety of traditional 

games, as well as games of skill, that showcase the industry’s leading technology.” 

 

LEVEL UP will offer an extensive selection of traditional activities including pool, foosball and ping 

pong, among others, all while putting an inventive twist on the latest in peer-to-peer 

experiences. The 12,000-square-foot venue will welcome a contemporary wave of gaming with 

a number of unique installations including QuadAir Hockey, Bubble Hockey, Sigma Derby, Giant 

Pac-Man and Connect Four, an arm wrestling table, and much more.  

 

Adding to the amenities, LEVEL UP will welcome Vegas’ first LEVEL UP Arena by Interblock. 

Replicating the traditional concept of table games in a more social environment, LEVEL UP 

Arena will be a fully customizable, immersive, multi-sensory experience that will meet the needs 

of players looking to the future of gaming. Featuring popular casino games, the 40-seat arena 

will provide a high-energy environment that will revolutionize the casino player culture. 

 

LEVEL UP also will introduce the world’s first indoor laser golf course and private lounge to the Las 

Vegas market with the Golfstream Suite. This cutting-edge technology will allow customers to 

play real-world courses on moving greens with laser guidance, while offering a bevy of 

interactive putting and other mini-games for players of all skill levels. Guests will experience a 

one-of-a-kind Augmented Reality, creating a vibe that will feel as if they are inside a real-life 

video game. The experience will be built around a luxurious VIP lounge area accompanied by 

food and beverage offerings and a private model caddy.  

 
In addition to the next level entertainment, the lounge will feature the “Live Lucky Bar,” an 

extensive bar with a variety of 24 craft beers and a specialty cocktail menu. Providing a modern 

and industrial environment, LEVEL UP will hold a unique design space featuring custom 

decorative murals hand-painted by local artists, colorful upholstery, and a mixture of metal and 

http://www.mgmgrand.com/


rustic finishes throughout the open concept venue. With a live DJ and endless entertainment 

across the multiple screens on display, LEVEL UP will be the destination of choice for all sporting 

events, social gatherings, and casino players alike.  

 

For more information please visit www.leveluplv.com. Guests can also find LEVEL UP on 

Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter   

 

ABOUT MGM GRAND 

MGM Grand Hotel & Casino is “The Entertainment Authority,” creating the ultimate Las Vegas 

experience.  A variety of accommodations serve every need while guests discover signature 

dining by celebrity chefs including Tom Colicchio’s Craftsteak, Michael Mina’s PUB 1842, 

Wolfgang Puck’s Bar & Grill, Michelin three star restaurant Joël Robuchon and Morimoto Las 

Vegas. In addition to a pampering spa and salon and an elaborate 380,000-square-foot 

conference center, the resort offers a wide-range of world-class entertainment at the Grand 

Garden Arena; the epic KÀ by Cirque du Soleil; world-famous dance crew Jabbawockeez; 

master illusionist David Copperfield; Topgolf Las Vegas; Brad Garrett’s Comedy Club; and 

Hakkasan Las Vegas. MGM Grand is a wholly owned subsidiary of MGM Resorts International 

(NYSE: MGM). For more information and reservations, visit mgmgrand.com, call toll free at (877) 

880-0880 or find us on Facebook and Twitter or follow our blog.  
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